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LeRoy Bowman Of Columbia Noted Guests 1940-41 erie To Be Opened
Speaks At Meeting On ITues. Are Speakers With Concert B Jose Iturbi
~
Urges Renewed Zeal In
Brilliant Pianist To
Ingrid Re~eals Her On Sat. ight
Cooperative Movement
Play On October 23
Dr. LeRoy

Bowman, a professor in the Social Science department
at Columbia University
for fourreen years, Secretary of the Co-operative Housing
Organization
1I1
New York, and field leader of the
uroup for Industrial
Democracy
:nd of the United Parents Organization, spoke on The Role of the
Co-operative Movement
ill Building a New Social Order, at 4 o'clock, Tuesday!
October
IS,
111
Palmer Auditorium:
The speaker,
who was sponsored by the International Relations
Club,
Religious
Council, and the Student Industrial Group, was introduced
by Priscilla Duxbury'
4 I.
Dr. Bowman explained that the
co-operative movement has appealed to people who have to "squeeze
pennies." Although
the co-operative movement in this country is almost a century old, it only gained
momentum
in 1931, after
the
country suffered a severe economic
set-back. In Dr. Bowman's estimation, the movement
holds" a very
big place in the new social order
because it gives people a way of
working with others to form a base
for democracy.
He explained that the ideals of
democracy grow from within, and
they can grow only through
cooperation.
One of the chief faults
with the family is that the home is
an authoritarian
organization,
and
often does not encourage co-operation. "I don't believe that words
Count much," said Dr. Bowman.
«Experience
is what counts-experience in democracy,
rather than
democracy of words."
This isn't the same economic
world, he pointed out, that we had
fifty years ago: At that time, private enterprise was one of the few
ways of developing
this country,
and there was no need of anything
but political democracy.
Democracy isn't different in kind today, but
it must have a wider sphere, extending to all things which people
must, deci-de in common.
This
means economic democracYJ which
can be .realized best through the cooperative movement.
In referring to the new social order, nOr. Bowman
cxplained
that

First Impressions
Of Conn. College

By Shirley Simkin '42
"Only
superlatives
could ex~
press my feeling about Connecticut
College. It's perfectly wonderful!"
said Ingrid Anderson in her quaint
Swedish accent. This friendly exchange student, who came to the
United States for a visit a year and
a half ago and has been living with
relatives in Reading, Pennsylvania,
ever since) feels perfectly at home.
"Everything
is so natural i just as
if I'd always been here," she exclaimed.
Ingrid is greatly impressed by
the way in which everyone helps
others along) and by the students'
"true interest in, each other's nffairs." She remarked with enthusiasm about the sociability
of the
girls, and added, "Swedish girls are
more stiff and hard to approach, at
least at first."
Home econontics is going to be
the major of thi~ new member of
the junior class, I and she seems to
have made a good beginning, for
her jelly and \llan~lalade
~vere,
"just perfect."
ngnd, who IS 23
years old, graduated from a "gymnasium" (junior college) in Sweden three years ago. In connection
with her major here she is taking
two courses in home economics!
and one in chemistry.
She is also
studying government Hfrom a pure
desire to learn something
about
Amcrican political life, and English composition) in which she is
very interested although she has to
"struggle along wit~ a dictio~lary."
I ngrid has been 1I1 Amenca so
(ContInued to Page SIX)

(Continued to Pal:"e Four)
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R. U. R. Reheal:sals Mr. Mackie Speaks
Ready To Begm At Meeting For
Surrealism wil1 be the keynote Community Chest

in the staging of the Fall Wig and
Candle play, R.U.R.)
to" be presen ted December 6 and .7 111 Palmer Auditorium.
There IS mu~h secrecy attached to the productIon of
the playas plans have not yet been
completed.
NIost of the cast has been select(Continued to Pa~e Six)
ed and rehearsals start next wee~.
Marjorie Cramer '4[, Susan ParkWillkie Rooters Have
hUlst '42, and Elizaberh ~10rg~n
H
.',
r will have the femllllne leads In
ey-Day As Nomlnee
1
The male characters Will
Visits New London
by Howard Jones (DavBy Patricia
King '42 ld Kingsley In Stage Door) h.J. Do,
lin and DWIght Lyman w a h a~e
. ~Id resound1l1g cheers and rol- been 111 the Summer Theatre
III
hcklllg and music we bid hail and New London j Richard Snape who
farewell to Mr. WiHkle.
It was a
d in both Stage Door and
~re,~t day for New London's wi.u-16~~a;~owll
.. Alec Cornell of Chapkle Ites when
such
a celebnty
Technical
hIgh school; and
steamed into the station aboard his man
men from Chapman Techs
.!.
.
d a ten young
T
1,0 d
P~cla tram and delJvere.
nical high school and ~ew
n on
~llOute add.ress. The statIOn w~s Junior Col.1ege. !
"
Jammed WIth people, some eager
The production commIttee heads
and enthusiastic,
and others just
.
curious. It was excitin"g to be in the are
Kay Croxton' +3
dle of that crowd. It r:t.a~~yo.u
mid
M~t~~~~~~Joan
Jac~bson '+2
f
. eel .that you were living In pretty
P br ·t _Shirley
Wilde '+2
IInportant times.
. "
L ~ "h~cl2. Bett'v McCaIlip
+'
to We
had. all
hurried
and'~liI~or COlln~elman '43
,
the station
an hour
ea·~lY,
P
rties-Margaret
Ford 4'
e
~Inly to find that
most
everyone.
StraOPeNIanager-Lee
Rhinehart
c Se had the" same idea.
By elght-,
g

h

~:Jaied

C

l

down

(Continued to PaJre Seven)

"Expanding
Horizons"
formed
the theme of the Anniversary Celebranon program held last Saturday evening in Palmer Auditorium. President Blunt, who presided over the program,
introduced
the two speakers of the evening,
Dr. Katherine Blodgett of the Research Division, General
Electric
Company, and Dr. Herbert Davis,
president of mith College.
In her welcome to the alumnae
and friends of the college, President B1unr Set forth the rwo reasons for having a twenty-fifth anniversary celebration.
"First,
it is
good for any institution,"
she said,
"to. stop and analyze itself every so
often, and second, it is a -atisfaction to ask our friends to come and
rejoice with us over our reaching
our twenty-fifth year.'
All interesting fact she pointed our was that
the Class of '9'9 and the Class of
19+0 had sent back the largest representation to the reunion.
Dr. Katherine
Blodgett,
who
was the first speaker of the evening, used several anecdotes
to
show the different ways ill which
the horizons of science expand. She
dealt mainlv with the dis overy of
films that keep glass from reflecting light.
With entertaining and
enlightening experiments, she dcrnonstrated how molecular lavers of
stearic acid form a protective film
over glass. This film permits all
rhc light to go through the glass instead of reAecting it. This new
film has already been successfully
used in sealed lenses of cameras
and optical instruments,
;md fur·
ther research offers even greater
opportunities
for its use.
Dr.
Blodgett's talk \\-as so well receiv·
ed by the audience, that she oblig·

41

At
Amalgamation
~leeting
1Iollday
evening, October
qrh.
Robert ~lackie, Secretarr
of the
"Vorld Student Christian
Federa·
tioll officially opened the College
Con;mullitr
Chest
Drin.
:.\lr.
~lackie has spent many months
traveling throughout
Europe and
Asia and has experienced the war·
time'struggles
of the people li,·ing
in rhis part of the world.
In his peech, ~Ir. ~lackie
especially stressed the need of our
own contemporaries
for our help.
"Ve should try to aid "those stu·
dents who are pursued by destrl!ction" and who nevertheless persist
in their education; the refugee students who are tranded in strange
countries; the young prisoners of
war who must hav~ books and och
h
k
cupations so t at t .ey may
eep
their minds bus}' III wor # and
study.
~dr. :.\Iac~ie concluded by
emphasizing the dIre nee? of all
Christiandom,
for he said,
the
whole world is at a cross road,"
and the future security and salva·
tion of the world depends on the
spiritual faith of the peo~le.
After the Amalgamation
meeting, rhe house presidents and their
Ir

(Continued
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In Palmer Auditorium
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Rosenberg Exhibit
Comprises Display
At Allyn Museum
By Elean

r King '42

A collection of drawings
and
studies for etchings, by Louis Ros·
cnbcrg comprises rhe first Connecticut College art exhibit of the
year, arranged jointly through the
Lyman Allyn Museum
and the
Fine Arts Department,
for the
month of October.
The exhibit,
lent by rhe Grand
Central
Art
Galleries. is no\\' on display at the
~luseul11.
The
central
theme
of these
drawings is the magnificellt
archi·
tecture of Rome, Venice, ~urem·
berg, \Vashington,
and other great
cities of rhe world. All the dr:w.··
ings are covered either partiall}' or
completely with a delicately colored wash which tends to lend annosphere to each.
Sometimes
it is
warm with pinks or yellows; other
times cool with
blues or blue
greens, and in either case the t.in.ts
give ,-arietr and life to the exhIbIt.
Another typical feature of the
drawings as a whole is their intricacy of detail which, in spite of its
does not rake away
complexitv
from the ~tructural beauty and dignity of the buildings pOrtrayed. It
is intert:.llting to note how the artist
concentrates
his detail on the cener of inter~t of each drawing and
then lessens it more and more toward the outer edge of his compositions. This feature tends to draw
the observer's ere to the center of
interest and hold it there .
The accuracy of Arti t Rosenberg's perspective and pro~rti?n
is perhaps the greatest contnbutmg
factor to the perfection
of his
dra\\;ngs.
From the artistic point
of ,-iew the\- all fill admirably the
requirell1ent~ of good compo ition
in line, form. and \'alue.
In the large room next to the
College exhibit the ~rus.eum
is
sponsoring an exhibit of ItS o~\·n
which is predominantly
a collection
of etchings and lithographs
by a
"arieq' of artists. The subjects of
these print
range
f rom street
scenes and landscapes to cats aDd
bouquets of Rowers.
l

Connecticut
College is proud to
present Jo~ lturbi, rhe brilliant
pianist, whose appearance October
23 at 8 :30 P." l. in the Palmer
Auditorium will initiate the 194019+ I Concert
eries.
There are two kinds of sensations which appeal ro the public.
One ill the over-night
sensation
which is like a flare-it
burns brilliantly for a short time, but soon
dies out. The other kind is the lastin2 sensation which exists for a
long time because of its value. This
is the class to which l turbi, the
majestic musician with a marvelous personality, belongs.
lturbi, whose name when translarcd [rom
Basque
to
English
means "two fountains,"
has been
acquainted with music since childhood. A child prodigy, his career
bcgan when he was seven years old.
Besides his studying,
he worked
nights ill a Illation picture house
and supported himself and helped
his struggling family as well. It is
said that since he had to play continuously from 2 P.~1. to 2 A.M.,
his father fcd him as he played.
Later, this amazing person gave
lessons and accompanied singers in
the mornings.
] ose continued his struggles
to
get a musical education throughout
his boyhood, and ultimately
was
rewarded.
He played in Boulevard
cafes nightly, and studied at the
Valencia Conservatory
daily, but
sri II graduated
with first honors.
After
graduation
he plared
in
cafes and restaurants
for a few
dreadful
years, but
finally
his
chance came. One night while
playing in a hotel in Zurich, he received a telephone call. It was the
direttor
of the Conservatory
of
Geneva who had heard of hurbi's
fame, and the director offered him
the position of head of the piano
faculty, a PO:Jt which Liszt once
had held.
From this time on Iturbi
has
walked the path of SllCC~SS. His
seasons are e..xciting ones,
filled
with piano recitals, conducting engagements, broadcasts, and recordin~.
He tranls
f rom ~lexico to
(Continued

to Pace Seven)

Sidne Loyett To
Speak t espers
A newcomer to the Connecticut
College
"esper
services,
idne)'
1..o\-ett, Chaplain of Yale l"niver·
sity, will speak at 7 P.~J. unday
at Harkne
Chapel. Born in Boston, the Rev. ~Ir.
Lovett
was
graduated
from Yale# after which
he did his theological
work
in
Union Theological Seminary, ~ew
Yorl.:. For thirteen year. he serv·
ed as pastor of ~lt. Vernon Church
in Boston. whence he was called to
the chaplaincy of Yale.
niversity.
~lr.Lovett is noted for his active
interest ill the religious life of college tudents.
During
the past
~lImmer, he has been busy looking
after the welfare
of children
of
English university
professors
sent
to this country and residing
tern·
porarily at Yale.

Wednesday, October 16 1
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Connecticut
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Established

'ECTICUT

COLLEGE

CAMPUS CAMERA

1916

PubUshed by the students of Connecticut College
every \Vednesday throughout the college year
from September to June. except during mid-years
and vacations.
Entered as second class matter August 5, 1919,
at the Post Office at
ew London, Connecticut,
under lbe act of March 3, 1879.

---.:.----'
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Eleanor King '42
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Nancy Wolfe '42
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Ann Peabody '41, Jean Morse '42, Mary Walsh '41,
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'FROSTY' ONCE
BooTED 17
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President

Blunt and Dr

Laubenstein were practi~al~y the only people on th~
stage who were really singing our national anthem
It seems to me that the least our professors can du
is to sing this song. What with the stress on patriot.
ism and the blessings of these United States-and
indeed worthy-the
faculty does not set a very good
example to us students.
Perhaps some voices are not quite up to par but
it would honestly do my heart good to see a valiant
attempt.
1942

New YORK. N. Y.

• Lot' "' •• II..U

• IIOno&

(The Editors of the News do not hold thern
selves responsible for the opinions expressed
in this column. In order to Insure the validit
of this column !is an organ for the expressioK
of honest opinion, the editor must know th
names of contributors.)
.
e

October 7, 1940
Dear Editor,
With due respect to the intellige~cia
and the
keen-intellect. of our nobl; facul.t~, I ~lsh tciexpreSs
my sincere disgust and bitter diSIllUSIonment at the
opening assembly of the year.

National Advertising Service, Inc.
e.,,,,,.o

FREE SPEECH

FIELD)

J4ssociafed ColIe6iale Press

M...OISONAve.

"""

I:E1.AR STADIUM, SAN 'R.'OOI'O).

Member

Coll.,.

94{)

C1iIES IN ORDER.

10 REACH iHEJR 'fPME'

420

,

NEWS

(MONTANAFROSH....EN
V. BILLINGS I'OLY-I91ll

AT HARVARD IN THE

EARLY DAYS

HE tAfER STARRED
RJR ILLINOIS.

MEALS USUALLY CONSISTED OF:

6REAKFASf

- BREAD AND BEER

DINNER-I LB. MEAT
SUPPER.- BREAD.tfJ LK!

_~~!

We were transfer students.
We still are transfer students, bewildered, loyal, perplexed.
We came
to Connecticut
because we couldn't
get here Our
freshman year or because we were tired of out old
alma mater, and we desired more verdant fields to
attack and perhaps conquer.
We were thrust from
the at-hcmeness of familiar
surroundings
gathered
from months spent at such and such a college, and
we landed cautiously upon the terrain of Connecti-

cut filled with strange

Moving Love Story
Told In New Novel
By Marjorie

Dear Editor:

Toy '41

"The Fire and the Wood,"
described by its English author, R. C.

as a love story, is a
'42 Hutchinson,
'42 story laid in Germany at the beginning of the present
German
reAssistant Circulation Managers
gime. The primary concern of this
Elizabeth Butler '41
Mary Hoffman '41
novel seems to be to tell the story
Circulation Staff
of the love of two beings caught in
Nancy Marvin '41, Barbara Newell '42, Verna Pitts
'42, Sally Hart '42, Helen Lederer '42, Audrey Nord- the fury of a political movement,
quist '42, Lucy Roura '43, Christie Hill '43, Eliza- rather than to point to the cause
beth Kirkpatrick
'41.
and effects of the movement itself.
--------------------Nevertheless
there is always the

Twenty-Five
Years Ago This
Week
We, too, the students of the
class of 19 I 9-the
first class of
Connecticut College-are
pioneers.
We, unincumbered by college traditions are preparing the way for
the masses to corpe ....
N ow may
it be the aim of every student of
the class of 1919 to build this college, that it may be a monument of
education, an honor to the State of
Connecticut, to the generous benefact~r-the
City of New London,
President Sykes, and the faculty.

harsh, fearful background of hate
Expanding Horizons - For You!
and fear.
Young Dr. Josef Zeppichmann
"Expanding
Horizons,"
the theme of Connecti,
enters a hospital as a junior memcut College's twenty-fifth
anniversary
celebration,
Physical
training
classes
1I1
ber of the staff. He is interested in
might well be adopted by each of us as a motto, not experiment,
but shocks his superi- sports will be held in the gymnasionly for this year, but for always.
Why?
Because ors because he is perfectly willing um of the Williams Memorial Institute on Saturday morning. The
to sacrifice individual life for the class in advanced SPOrts will meet
that title means, according to Funk and Wagnall's
sake of medical achievement
and at 9 o'clock, and the class in eleDictionary, "spreading out the bounds of observation
experiment.
He takes as his first mentary sports, at 10:30.
or experience."
And we believe that attitude to be
experiment a serving girl, Minna,
•
one of our aims here at College.
who is dying of tuberculosis.
He
The college instrumental
quarthinks
of
her
only
as
an
opportunHave you noticed the Calendar
on this page
ity to secretly test his formula for tet participated in the musical proeach week? It contains many tools which you can the cure of T.B. But he falls in gram given at the opening of the
use to expand the limits of your experience.
Last love with her and comes to see his Young Women's Christian Associmistake. At this time the Nazis atio~ in New London last Monday
week's Calendar
illustrates
this fact: There
were
come into power and he is taken to evening.
four organ recitals, innumerable
exhibits, and such a concentration
• • •
camp where
he
contracts
tuberculosis
himself.
The Dramatic Club has finished
speakers as Smith College's new President,
Herbert
There follows the account of his the reading and discussion of IbDavis, the eminent
scientist,
Katharine
Blodgett.
escape from Germany with Minna. sen's "The Doll House" and has
Reinhold
Niebuhr,
famed rheologist,
and Leroy The ending, as far as the plot is taken up a study of Ibsen's "The
concerned, is somewhat confusing.
~aster
Builder."
The
officers
Bowman.
The
characters.
of this book, Will present a constitution for ratiOpportunities
for each of us, yet how few stu- rather than the telllllg of the storYl fication within a short time.
dents took advantage of them! The attendance was seem to be the main interest of the
The plot had possibilities
good, because alumnae, faculty and friends of the author.
President Sykes has announced a
could have been an exciting
College realized the worth of the programs.
Take a -it
adventure story, Or it could have valuable gift to the college library
tip from those who have been expanding their horizNews of
been a telling
testament
against of the London Illustrated
ons longer than we have! Start watching the Calen- the intolerance of the Nazi way of 1843-lgoo-comprising
one hundar, and attend the events listed there. This evening life. The book is a little bit of dred and fourteen folio volumes.
you'll be able to hear a lecture on photography;
to- both, but because it is more a story
it loses some of the
morrow our own Grace Leslie will give the first pro- of characters,
Thoughts and reactions take presuspense, excitement
and binding
cedence Over action.
gram of this year's recital series. Friday there will
interest of the adventure story, and
But the novel is full of tenderbe an organ recital, and Sunday evening an eminent some of the force of an indictment
The
main
theologian
will address the Vesper congregation.
of a political philosophy.
The ac. ness, often moving.
~har~ct~rs,
Josef
and
Minna,
face
tion of the story is not always
Be there, and don't miss the many other opportunimfimte mtolerance and bigotry and
clear,
but
is
obscured
somewhat
by
ties you'll have while you're on campus this year!
cruelty in the people
a quick passing over of actual frequently
Keep pace with the world by expanding your horizby
events in order to relate the state about them. Yetl surrounded
ons!
hate,
they
seem
filled
with
human
of mind of the main personages.

..

• •

• • •

(Continued to Pag-e Four)

faces and buildings.

They

gave us a tea, two lectures, a short conference with
our major advisor, and then we were told to accomplish the blustery business of registering.
From that
moment we were on our own, except when upperclassmen mistook us for freshmen because of our
dazed visage and offered .kindly advice or assistance.
We were as proverbially
green as the freshmeneven more so, for they had been here almost a week
when we arrived, and they at least knew how to find
the bookshop, Fanning
114, et cetera.
But perhaps
they thought that we, being upper classmen. were
more sagacious and acquainted
with the worldly
ways of college,
No, not us. The only thing we
knew how to play was "do you know?"
Orson Welles could not have equalled the tumult that .arose when the Sophomores,
Juniors, and
(Continued

Calendar,

to Page Seven)
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Wednesday, October 16
Organ Recital .. Harkness Chapel
Wig and Candle Rehearsal

5 :00-5 :20
.

·
Sophomore

7 :30
....
7 :30-9:00

Auditorium
202
Party for Freshmen

Initiation

· . . . . . . . . . . . .. Gymnasium
New London Camera Club, Hillery Bailey,
Speaker
Bill Hall 106 8:00
Moonlight Sing. ..
Hockey Steps 9:11

Tbursday, October 17
Home

Economics

Club

Tea

· . . . . .. . . . . . . . ..

Student-Industrial
Group
·
Commuters'
Religious Council Meeting

·
Miss

,

Windham
Room

4 :00-5 :30
.
7 :oo~8:OO
.

Harkness Chapel
Leslie's

Recital

Auditorium

pI
8:15

Friday, October 18
· tal .. Harkness
O rgan Reel

Chape 100·'20
5: .,.

Saturday, October 19
America":

Chemical

Society,

Section, Lecture ....

':onnecticut

Val!e~

B,ll Hall 106 4·3

Sunday, October 20
Wig and Candle. Stage Practice 3:00 & 8:00
Vespers, Sidney Lovett, Chaplain of Yale . '.;'
·
Harkness Chapel 7·

Monday,October2 I

Oratorio Rehearsal
Auditorium
Wig and Candle .....
Auditorium
202
Senior Party for Freshmen.
Gymnasium

7:30
7:30

7:00

Tnesday, October 22
HC" Quiz
.
7:00
Freshmen
DormitOrIes
Freshman Commuters
7':~
l
· . . . . . . . . . . .. Commuters .
ROOll 1 7:00
Transfers
.. ~
FanOing 20 6

Wednesday, October 23

organ

Concert,

20

R ecit~l .. Harkness Chap~ I .'5'00-1:
8 :30
Jose Iturbi

AudItorIUm

Wednesday, October 16, 1940

CONNECTIC

"'"

T COLLE

Dr. Reinhold Niebuhr Speaks Mauhies
At 25th Anniversary Chapel
llenaes Man To Seek
Clra
e
Real Meaning Of Life
In A True Love Of God

E

Page Three

fEW

Lobs Add'

Different Departmen
Progre Of 25 ear

N~ FaciUties For
HumanDe\Jelop'm,'t

ltd
.
n ro uctlOn Of
Intercollegiate
Sports Discussed

allJ' KeBy '43 dJ'!>tributlon of children
10 :\cw
London, and eharb
of the g~
graphical erigin of the women in
Xew London and of the racial origin ot the college rudents. The
boo and other literature used in
the department's
cour
were placed on a table.
amples of the work
of the In rirure 01 \ omen'
ProIessional Relations and of the stucording to an announcement
from
arurday
afternoon
and dent report on the social problems
with Dr. Avery, a very enlight· campus
Dorot~y Cushing, president of the
of the stare emphasized again the
ening guide, I looked at the fine prove it for yourself.
Athletic Association, after a meetequipment which has been installFirst step was the Auditorium.
idea of integration.
mg September 30 in the Council
ed. An autoclave
(sterilizer
for An art exhibition
in
the
balcony
1 dashed into Xew London Hall
room in Branford basement. IlWe
bacteria),
an oven sterilizer
of showed the great variety or work knowing that much time was neceshope to keep the Seniors interested
stainless steel, an incubator,
a reIn college sports and capture
the
the alumnae were doing in that ~~~ tOe;~i~i~:~n~~stici to w:~lede~~
frigerator, and all new furniture
enthusiasm
of the Freshmen
by
field.
There were fabrics, etchings, through the greenhouse to discover
make the bacteriology Lab most inthese activities," stated the chief ex- viting. "Sixteen studenrs can be block. prints, and pencil drawings.
that horticulture
students were ex~Clltive. T:he possibility of starting taken care of in this lab," said Dr. One potter had designed for .\Ia· perimenting with different kinds of
intercol legiate competition in hock- Avery.
pon the Rip of a switch, C)"~ a set of dishes on the plan o( gra ...ses and had made cuttings of
ey this fall will be discussed fur- fluorescent lighting illuminated the
the shrubs around campus. I saw a
th~r by the hockey board, and plans room.
twO: tWO giraffes, tWO sheep, twO botany
major
photograph
her
wlll be drawn for winter sports to
of some other animal, all for the "cun'es" of oat ilCedlinf{S. I looked
After
this
inspection,
1
walked
lollow,
being grown
in
across the hall to the advanced bot- Ark.. Dorothy Bayley of '21 must at the tomatoes
sand culture, wished I had one of
Last spring, five bicycles and fOllr any lab which is not yet complete· be having great fun illustrating
boob
as
the the gorgeous roses growing under
sets of skis, ski harnesses and ski Iy re·furnished.
III this bib, Dr. such children's
glass, and left before the tempta·
poles were purchased by the Ath- ]. Berger, the new Rockefeller re- J;rt'flIJur JJOllIe Pt'opl~ and Littlt
ther works display· tion bec:tme tOO great.
letic Association for the use of stu- search associate, and Dr. Avery are /fIJlirltuiTltl.
paintings
of
dents. A suggestion has been made working on the <lrelationships be- ed were portraits,
Upstairs zoologiMs were hoverNew
England
barns,
city
slullls,
E
that A.A. keep the equipment in twcen hormones
and CnZ}'ll1CS."
Samples of mewl
th~l~'~rr~al,f <I~~;lll;~:~d't~l;
Branford
basement and let the !\Iiss Barbara Shalucha, Dow reo and still life.
girls sign up for it when needed, search assistant, divides her efforts work, glass and tra}1 designing, Gloria Hollister '24- as II result of
but the final decision has vet to be between- this laboratory
and the were further proof of the talents her studie.s of the British Guianan
of these artists.
d 0natives, consisted of various
made.
.
hormone laboratOq' underground.
Learning in the pecch Record- mcstic implements they usc, a blow
Discussion of the possibility of Adjoining
this lab
there
is a
and
all members of either a first, an transfer room. It is in this sterile ing room that even alumnae do not gun, their poisoned arrows,
rate a 100 pCI' cent speech from some beaded articles.
Strange sea
honorable
mention varsity, or a room that ~tudents in bacteriology
cul- ~Irs. Ray, 1 trotted rather smugly animals she had shipped from Bervarsity team being entitled to weC\]" will transfer their bacteria
over to Bill I-Iall to sec what was muda sat placidly on a table, a lita blazer at the end of each season tures. Hethy Anderson '38 will be
Photographs
by tie M:a horse receiving the most apher plant tissue cui· "oing on there.
closed the meeting. Details will be transferring
plausc.
Another ethnological
col.
decided by a committee composed tures in this room. All bacteria aiumllllc, of children, of Connecticut College after the hurricane, of lectioJ1 from Hawaii, assembled by
of Dorothy Cushing, Faith Mad· and mold spores floating in the air
lalldsc:tpe~, fishermen,
and ('very- Viviennc ~lader '23, "Huapola,"
dock and Lois Vanderbilt.
The are filtered out before the Ollt!lide
thing imaginablc occupied part of featured primitive (to us) musical
blazers, if worn, will be slightly air is blown into the room.
At the same instruments,
leis, samples of tapa
After this, 1 climbed to the first the Art department.
different from the regular blazers
was cloth, and a feathered cape made
Hoar to see the horticulture
lab time ;tll etching demonstration
awarded on a point basis.
in progress.
There
were
harts by the alumna.
Specimens used in
Attending the meeting in add i- which is 1l0t finished. In this labpointing
Ollt that
photography,
the zoology classes, fresh water
tion to the president,
were Faith oratory Betty Bindloss '36 i!' teach- edllc:ttiol1, <I!ld interior decorating
;lIld sea water animals were also
Maddock,
vice-president,
who. ing a class in plant materials used were SOllle of the many occupations
shown.
The Health Service had
with Frances Homer, Junior class in landsc;lpe architecture.
of fonner art majors. On displa)' lllodeis and charts to compare the
These
labs,
which
greatly
Cllrepresentative
to the Association,
<llso were designs and portrnits
health studies in the various wohas charge of the fall tennis tour· hance the teaching and research op· chosen from the annual Spring Ex·
men's colleges.
portunities
of
the
botany
departnarnent as well as the regular tellhibiriolls.
T licking my elbows in Ior Iear
nis activities; Jessie Ashley, seere- ment, were 1I0t produced merely
Being either too late or too early of breaking a beaker Or twO, I
bv
the
wave
of
a
magic
wand.
tary and supervisor of golf; Mary
!or the demonstrations
in t~e Phys- looked at the charts in the chemisLou Shoemaker,
t:-easurer
a.nd '"they were the gift of ~Iiss Kath- lCS department
(wher.e th;ngs al- try laboratory.
Artificial silk can
arine
Matthies,
a
resident
of
Seyarchery leader;
LOlS Vanderbtlt.
ways have .to be explall1ed. L I ex· be made in three ways. there arc
:\liss ;\Iatthies
ha:-.
the Senior class representative who mour, Conn.
p~ored a bit all my own.
I saw substantial
arguments
for
and
has charge of hockey; Jane wIer- been the secretary of the Arboretartificial
rubber,
safety
(Continued
to Pa,l"e };ll{hU ~e\\" London close up thr.ough t~e against
ritt the Connecticut College Outtelescope a~l{1 had a. dtathcnmc
glass can stand different degrees of
ing' Club representative;
and_ IVIiss
tr~atlllent
III prep~ratlon
for ~he abuse-so
some of the charts told
Ruth Stanwood,
representative
of
\\-lIlter. A mystenous
click-click me.
the Physical
Education
departbrough.t me to a s~rallge apparatus,
The meal set out in the Home
a cosmic
machllle.
Economics department
looked very
ment.
The Sophomore and Freshman
It was time no\\" for some fresh appetizing.
It pointed out
the
class representatives.
who were
air. Out on the .hode) field twO "wheres"
of our vitamin
intake,
chosen in their
respective
class
Grace Leslie, professor of mus- team.s wer.e \\-orkmg up ~nd down not for eating at the moment. Signs
neither out· informed me that the students had
meetings October 3, will attel~d IC wilt present the first of the Con- (as IS thclr custom),
the other.. There
w~re e"1:ensive community projects, field
subsequent meetingsEvelyn SiI- n~cticut College recital series on stripping
ver~ '4-3 will supervise
riAery, Thursday evening, October 17th, sollle excellent tennis games belllg trips. downtown
suppers,
night
while Alice Adams' 44-, has yet to at 8:00 in Palmer
pla)'~d on South courtS; I had onl} classes,
and demonstrations.
A
Auditorium.
be appointed to a sport ..
~Jiss Leslie, a brilliant artist, will a IllInute to throw back a stray glance at Consumer Education rcThe following is a bst of the be accompanied at the piano br AI· ~all. I pau~d at the archery range newed my faith ill labels--they
A.A.'s present point system:
ice Wightman.
The program will 111 front or 37 House, but a~ a~- really do tell what's behind them.
row
from
an
over-enthUSiastic
And then came the Bookshop.
3 be as follows:
Squad
archer
sent
me
cheerfully
on
m}"
Autographed
first edition of Gone
5
~Iozart-Laudamus
Te (11101S
Second team
By dean ~lorse

'42

By

you believe it? CennecHave you seen the three modern
fi
Id
~1atthies laborarcri in Xew lon- rieur, only twenry- ive lean. 0 ,
with all these! active people,
(Udon Hall?
A profoundly moving litany and
doAt the end of the hallway on the dents, faculty, and alumnae,
stirring sermon by the Reverend
ground floor you will find tWO of ing interesting things in an interReinhold Niebuhr made m,ost
Intercollegiate
sports may soon
the labs. One i for bacteriology,
e ting "'a)'? Come along with me
impressive ~he Sunday mornll:g become part. of the athletic activiChapel serViCe on October
13 In ties ,of Connecticut College, ac- and the other for advanced botany. while 1 review my nip around
In wandering around
the labs

Dr.

commemoration
ofCollege'.s"fwenty-fifth

Ari

Connecticut
anniversary.

academic procession of the
and officers of administrarion of the College, moved from
faculty

Fanning Hall to Harkness Chapel
as bells sounded the call to the religious service.
At eleven o'clock
the procession entered the Chapel,
as the college organist, Edith Perter '29, played
a pre~ude, The
Meditation
St. Clothllde.
The
Reverend Elizabeth
Glass Daher
'30, of Springfield,
Mass.,
pro-

a

.

nounced the invocatIOn.
The twenty-first
anniversary
litany, written especially for th,e service by the Reverend
Paul
F.
Laubenstein,
followed.
A sincere
thanksgiving
for all the blessings
bestowed upon the College, it 'was
llla"gnifled by the responses of the
choir.
A representative
of the
faculty, of the atumnae, of the students, and" of the administration,
Fonner
Governor
Wilbur
L.
Cross, President
Katharine
Blunt,
Elizabeth
Gallup
Ridley
'28
(President of the Alumnae Association), Janet Fletcher
'4J (President of Student Government)
and
Allen B. Lambdin,
Business Manager of the College, read parts of
the litany, which was closed with
responses by the congregation.
The Reverend
Reinhold
Niebuhr, D.D., of Union Theological
Seminary
in New
York,
then
preached a stirring
sermon, challenging man to "seek the ultimate
meaning of life." Choosing for his
text Psalm 73, ip which despair of
life in a world where wickedness
seems to triumph, drives the psalm-"
ist to the sanctuary to find the answer to his perplexity, Dr. Niebuhr
colltended that people today really
have not thought about the mean·
ing of life. They have not, in his
words, "raised the ultimate question of life."
When "man seeks to be known
of Him in the Sanctuary,"
when
he obtains
religious
insight,
and
gains faith in history and in man,
said Dr. Niebuhr,
"he will realize
that the cross is the ultimate in existence, even though it does not triumph in historv."
"He will realize
that we are th~ Lord's whether we
(Continued

to Page

Six)

Outing Club Plans
Exciting Weekend
For Near Future
Beth Tobias '42 and Sue Fleish-

c.c.a.c.

er '4-1 represented
the
and joined 60 other outing club
members from nine colleges for a
weekend of canoeing and camping
On Lake George
the weekend of
October 5. Besides battling four
foot waves and strong winds on the
22 mile trip on Lake George, they
participated
in mountain
climbing
and .singing around the campfires ..
Eighteen girls will leave by taxI
On Friday and Saturday
to join
other New England
college outing
clubs for a weekend of mountain
climbing
and square
dancing
at
Greylock
near
Williamstown,
Mass. Jane Merritt
'41 will lead
the group.
The Freshmen
have shown a
great interest in this trip as well as
other
activities
and a
:rery enthusiastic
and active season
IS in view.

C.c.a.c.

"'ould

~~10a;~~1

l

I

Fall Recitals Will
Open With Grace
Leslie, Musician

First team
" .... - . - .
Honorable mention varsity
Varsity.
.
" ... " ....

10
12

15

Awards for Points
30 pts. numeral. pin
.
70 pts. A.A. mangle pill
I 10 pts. bracelet
.
135 pts. (in three years) white
blazer
jO pts.
blazer.
I

(,·n four

'.'ears)

blue

Hmul-in Outsid/' f-/nur.f
Slips should have:
name
date
3- sport
4. time
point-j
I.

;11 C-minor)'
Recitati\'e:
Ecco il way,
O\-~r in Fanning
puoto,' Aria:':\'on
piu di fiori (TiIllS)

,

Fourdrain-~1arins
d hlande
Fral1ck-~octurne
Dupont-Chanson
de noisettes
Ravd-~Ianteau
de Aeurs
Saint- aens-Chanson
de Scozzone (A scanio)
\Volf-Die
Geister am ~Iummelsee
Sibelius-En
landa
Ledesma.Schindler-La

canClOn

del burro
Strauss-~Ieil1em
Kinde
I Srrauss--Fur
funf'Zt'hn

Pfen·

2.

J

nige
Barnett-Chanson
hours

O. A. Stevens, North .Dakota
Agricultural
College botal1lst, each
year identifies from 300 to 600
plant species for fanners.

rar

of the Bells

of Oseney

Haubiel- To You
Thompson-Velvet
Hageman-vVhen

Shoes
] Am

My Dearest
Gainsborg-A

Song

Dead,

.

w~s_ a ~~rl Ill·
tcrestll1g alumnae exhIbIt.
As .,,·e
\~'ere" in . the twenties--midd!es,
hsl~ stockl~gs,
squ~re bobs. guls
takIn~ men s parts III plays, ~.Ia}
Dar 111 the Quad,
toboggallln~,
trollers. a.nd the eHr prC:iCnt mall.
\Vhat a dtflerence between the first
and latest X ttl'S! How Q IIflTler/)·
and the C h~ve grown.
Charts
from the RegJstra~'s offi~e ~ho\\:ed
how the geographical.
dlstnbu~on
of undergraduates
IS spreadlllg.
There also were map of the geographical distribution
of alu~~ae,
and charts telling tile statistical
sLOry of their entrance into graduate school, education, science, s0cial work, retailing, art, and so on.
Economics and sociology exhibitions explained the integration
of
college activities and the communi!}r life.
Here were a map of the

Wi/h /h. Wind,

W_, Th.

Ro-

monee 0/ Labrador,
were among
the rare book collections of alumnae. From fhere it wa- an ea y last
tep to the Library
to see what
publications the alumnae had writ·
ten. Textbooks,
I noticed, while
there. have been changing for the
better.
I tucked one of the oldest
ones under nl\' ann
"...--alked into
the Palmer
~Iemor'ial
Room for
atmosphere (rare books are there).
and started
to read.
uddenly
I
began to think over what [ had
I:een what it all meant and wondered what it would be'like twent\'
fi....e \"Cars hence.
•
.
_
Evidence that human beings \\;tnessed formation of Crater
Lake
thousands of years ago i under
study by
niversity of Oregon scientists.

Wednesday,

Caught On Campus

16, 1940

camp. Although somewhat id l~
MovingLove Story Told
Two oted Guests Speak [
In Hutchinson Novel
At Alumuae Meeting
(Continued from Page Two)
(Continuf'd from Page One)

ingly continued by explaining why
the film does not reflect light.
President Blunt next presented
Herbert].
Davis, the new pres~dent of Smith College. Dr. Davis

I

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;'i";;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,

A crushing blow was delivered puffs in a practical exam. he cockby Senor anchez to Connie mith, ed them by the pop-over method said, "It is much harder in educaof three years college standing (go- and ended lip with cookies.
tion than in science to show and to

ing on her fourth).
His appear• • •
ance altered visibly when he espied
On the war to class meeting
her, sitting on a bench in Fanning.
Jane Guiney exclaimed, "Where's
"What, are you still here:"
he :\1u ? I have her knitting and she
asked.
doesn't know where I am!"
"That's
all right,
Jane,"
anOur compliments to the Freshswered
someone,
"just
drop
man Class for their fine spiritstitches along the way and she'll
East House and Grace Smith have
each formed a baseball team and a find you."

• • •

• • •

glee club, and have written a house
On \Villkie day some Freshsong. Look to your laurels '.p, '.p
man's
over zealous enthusiasm
led
and' 43 in the competitive sing this
her to step blindly into a chasm as
year.
she was leaving the scene of bat•
Mr. Harrison rushed into Cor- tle. She escaped unharmed except
porations on \Vednesday and began for the loss of one shoe. That's one
the lecture as usual. But somehow way of putting business back on its
the words came out in short stac- feet.

• •

cato tempo--the
pauses being
for short pants. After several
pressed giggles from the class
Harrison finally said, "I guess
is why I haven't been ordered
register for conscription."

• •

•
used
Plans arc now in order for ensupliving
Mr. larging the Jane Addams
night reguthis room. The Saturday
last week
to lars were accompanied
by 2+ desiring dates. What's that

• • •

song about a P.O.S.?

(Poor Old

prove }'OUT expanding
horizons,"
but nevertheless, progress has cerrainly been made in education.
"Whenever
you have to leave the
old way and go pioneering,"
Dr.
Davis cautioned, however. "don't
trust entirely to new, untried tools
and methods."
The problem that
sometimes occurs in women's colleges is that ill an attempt to find
new methods, the college 1113)' develop only the individualistic
nature of the student, handing her an
"intellectual
trousseau" instead of
a finn academic foundation.
"I do
not think that you in this college,"
he continued,
"would be so concerned over your twenty-fifth anniversary if you didn't firmly believe
that women's colleges should afford the same opportunities in education that men's colleges do." Although there is still room for experiment and improvement,
Dr.
Davis feels that we can not afford
to break with everything old; that
we should always "hand all untarnished the great heritage of our
common calling."
In closing the program,
President Blunt pointed out that the
next twenty-five years will offer us
even greater opportunities.
Some
of the dreams of the future, which
we see as needs, are more dormitories, a gYI.ll, a modern infirmary,
an observatory on top of Bill Hall,
and more trees and shrubbery. Besides the physical demands, we will
need trustees, alumnae and friends.
"So in the future," concluded President Blunt) "with all of LIS believing in the college and our service,
we should go forward to an ever
greater Connecticut College."

diigmit y. They succeed ..in
raining and strengthenll1g

By

THE

MARTOM

Sold -

Just Down

the Hill

Hot Waffles
25c
Pints of Ice Cream
25c
Sandwiches
Cbops
Lobster
Steak

Breakfast Served
7 a.m. - 11 a.m.

Complete Dairy Bar

Rented

Repaired
Standard

-

Portables

R. A. BRUBECK
Leila Building

159 State Street

From Our Regular Line -

Ladies Rubber Boots
White Moccasins
Yellow Sou'wester Hats

COLUMN

CAREFULLY!

N. J.,

$3.50

Re~.
$1.98

Reg,
89c

Special $2.89
Special $1.69
Special
69c
New London

Spalding Saddle Shoes

ITS

Extra-Deep

Ink Capacity
is just like money in the bank

WhenYou Nee:d;l:t~!~=J~!~

TELEVISION

And Its Lubricated Poinl
Writes "as smooth as oil"

inddul-to/

G'UARANTEED for LIFE
Blue Diamond

What's , the use of belmg a qutc
. k ~thiIn k er If
. your
pen won t work when your brain does?

A college professor found that this gets many a
;{;;.deut down. So he invented a brand-new way of
IN I~g pens-.a way that makes more room for ink
.' kS DE by dlspeming with the customary rubber
ill
sac.

~:~~IJ

. Parker ~pe.nt 5 years to engineer this revoluC:lllclple to perfection-this
sacless "OneIl_
lll~r-the Parker Vacumatic-the
largest
se mg pen ill the world today.

A pen that holds nearly twice as much ink as our
old style, and shows days ahead if it's
. I
60 't w't
d
runnIng ow
p.' on ru~ ry. Whose lubricated 14 K Gold
oolll~-:-d.on-bnttle. extra resilient_is tipped with
S~Irl tum so smooth and hard and dense that it

Let the brilliant,gem_
hard lustre of DURA.
GLOSS give your fingernails that marvel_
ous attraction
and
allure that men admire! DURA·GLOSS is
the amazing new nail
polish that's differ_
ent!
DURA.GLOSS
flows on more smoothly, keeps its brilliant
beauty of color longer, resists tacking
NEW SHADE
and chipping better!
ZOMBIE
!fave the most beautiful fingernails
III the world-buy DURA.GLOSS!

LORR 10

One Week Only
Re~.

238 State Street

WHAT YOU CAN DO
TO HAVE MORE
BEAUTIFUL NAILS

A NEW FORMULA BY
Lorr Laboratories,
Paterson,

5755-731~

ALLING RUBBER COMPANY

by Parker's.

AND NOW, DEAR, ~
READ THE NEXT

Phones

SPECIAL VALUES

Dear Miss Clix: How can I impress our drama teacher that I
ought to get the part of Juliet when our school does "Romeo
and Juliet" this year? The teacher comes from New York, is
handsome, worldly and mature (around 35), but he's as aloof
as a Greek god on Mt. Olympus. I feel like a babe in arms in
his presence. How can I get the role?
ASPIRING
Dear "Aspiring": I don't
want to poach on any of
Mr. Freud's preserves, but
you sound as though your
mind aspires toward the
drama teacher more than
toward the drama. However, Juliet was only fourteen, so maybe feeling like
a babe in arms (even his
arms) might help, psychologically. Beyond that, remember that an actress
must express deepemotions
with her hands. Make yours
beautiful-and
remember,
civilized New Yorkers expect a woman's fingernails
to be beautifully colored.

•

Typewriters

HOW TO WIN BOY· FRIENDS
AND INFLUENCE STAG·L1NES

• • •

their

I

•

Speaking of Home Ec., Barbara
Dillon
'.p had to make cream

-

main-

National·
compassionate love for one another.
Bank
of Commerce
As such they bring hope to the
Established
1852
reader. And even among th: many
who seem to give them nothing but
New London, Conn,
misunderstanding,
there ar: a few
who as if it were not their fault
that' they must obey the State, are Millinery of
moved to act with kindness and ~ol- Distinction
erance. Perhaps the most appealing
character is Dr. Dnhlmever,
the
imprisoned
musician who SUff:fS
Ennis Shop
with Josef III the concentratIOn
230 State St.

Senior.)
The Willkie
fever is running
• • •
high. Twenty girls left their desks
What poor misguided freshman
last Thursday
night to broadcast
] t seems
over WNLC
that new C.C. favor- has 110 ear for languages?
a beginning
ite, "We want
Willkie
III
the that she "audited"
Spanish class for two periods beWhite House."
fore she realized she was not in
• • •
French lA.
Nancy Crook '42 of Home Ec.
1-2 fame was extremely
flattered
last week by an eager senior who Class Officers Chosen
wanted to buy her peach conserve.
Juniors, Sophomores
Investigations
revealed,
however,
To
Fill Vacated Places
that the senior was only getting
At
special meetings held to fill
practical joke material for a friend
desirous of proving to a skeptical vacancies, the Junior and Sophomale acquaintance
that she could more classes elected the following
cook. The plan was to send to him officers. Juniors, Verna Pitts, an
at his office a jar of the most un- editor of Koine ; Jean LeFevre and
Reibstein to Student-Feepleasant appearing
jelly or jam Marien
ulty Forum,
and Shirley Austin,
that could be found.
member of the Curriculum
Com• •
Shirley Jaeger
'42, known to mittee.
Mary Lee Shoppe
Sophomores,
Janet
Sessions to
her intimates as Jigger, is about to
the
Student
Faculty
Forum:
Hilopen a date bureau
in '37 dorm.
THE NEW·
Ready for a gala evening in New degarde Meili, secretary and EveAthletic
Association
Mary Lee Shoppe
London, her friends prevailed upon lyn Silvers,
representative.
284 State Street
her to get them dates too. Jigger
nodded assent absently
and was
gone. A few minutes later, much
to everyone's
surprise,
she came
back with two dark-and-handsomes
that her date had contacted.
They
all started out anew and the remaining '37ites gave up all hope.
However fifteen minutes later Jigger and Co. came back with two
By Dalea Dorothy Clix
more eligible bachelors.

•
•••

October
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won t ~ear scratchy as long as you live!
And Its crO"''Din'" I
. h
and Jet t 1
I ",g. OryISt at streamlined Pearl
s y e- ammated Ring u
R'
shimmering as velvet-wh~ll
pon .. mg, as
smart
exclusive-winner
of tb p YB
•ongmal and
G
e en eauty contest
oand seeitand try it d'
k
.
ofwritinD""tbeha d
,";" on tma ethemistake
Course a;;d I,·'e' r ",:ay throughout your college
l' s career.

~~I:;:

Debutante
(illu.troted) $8

Exclusive One_HClnd
tile EASIES~, most ~eovitt
nient, as venfie~ bY:24mod.
Laborato,ieste,tln9
(lkes.
els of best_known
m

75

ar er

O'~]~~~}~~:'/5
~

D=lVAl<VlZlMAlFff<V:':

¢
•

D

Pens marked WIth the Blue D,amo
.
erYlhlng
except loss or Intentlo
I d
nd ore guaranteed
for the l,fe of the owner o90lnstev
o"d
handlIng, prOVIded co~';lel amage, sublect On Iy to a charge of 35t for postage,
In5urO~~e, '1./11
e pen IS returned for servIce. The Porker Pen CompanY, JaneSVI e,
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Tough

little

French

Annamirc
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NE

soldiers

patrol

barbed wire barricades on King Edward VII St.

Like

Armored
car and newly completed blockhouse guard
Shanghai's threatened "newspaper row" day and night.

Where

It

corner tower of Sing

ing prison is this hastily ceo-

srrucecd crow's-nesc protecting an American news room.

u. S. newsmen block the

road

of Japanese ambition
D

EATH

BREATHES

CLOSE

many a newsman today ... but nowhere
closer and hotter than along
"newspaper row" in Shanghai.
Before every entrance of
the old and respected Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury
-American-owned and just
across the street from the
International SettlementRandall Gould, editor of
stand armored
cars, pillthe Shanghai
Evening
POSt
& Mercury, dogged
boxes, barbed wire barriresister
of a puppet
cades, and guards
with
dictator.
drawn guns.
... For the terrorists who serve either the Japanese
or their Chinese puppet, Wang Ching-wei, have
bombed the Post plant five times, slaughtered
guards, wounded pressmen, and last month murdered Samuel H. Chang, director of the Post and
its Chinese edition, the Ta Mei Wan Pao.
BEHIND

Cornelius V. Starr, owner, and Randall Gould,
editor have been ordered out of the country by the
puPP:t regime. Neither paid any attention. Gould
is still at 'llis' post; Starr stayed four months, came
home when he got" ready, plans to return soon.
And rhey are not alone: four other America?s
and one Briton similarly threatened have dug In
their toes, strapped on guns, and called the lap
bluff
.... Why are the invaders of China trying to drive
U. S. newsmen out of the country?
Becaus·~ these" resolute Americans, controlling vital news outlets from the unique and unmanageable
ciry-srate of Shanghai, stand square in the road
of Japanese conquest. For Japan must control. the
mind and morale of its subject peoples, must direct
world-thinking
the Japanese way, if it is .e-;,er
to realize the dream of a "Greater East ASIa domination of China India, the Indo-Chinese peninsula, and all th: East Indies including the
Philippines.
~ Now that Japan and her allies in Europe h~ve
formally threatened war on ~he U. S., ~f ~n~ resist;
ance is made to such aggressive plans, It 15 time fo
'the American news-reader to study as never befo~e
the dispatches of his courageous correspondents 10
the Far- East.
Our typical attitude toward China sinc~ the Jap
invasion has been the usual friendly Amertcan syrn-

pathy for the underdog. But now our interest in
China goes much further than this. Now the top
dog is snarling at us, and every intelligent newsreader knows what a tight spot we shall be in if the
underdog relaxes his grip.
....Most Americans are glad to find that our interests coincide with those of the Chinese people. We
have grown to like them, their peaceful and philosophie way of looking at life, their tenacity and
courage in misfortune, the beautiful things they
make, and the humorous things they say.
Perhaps we don't realize that the Chinese, in their
turn, have grown to like us. They are grateful for
the medical knowledge that has routed some of
their worst diseases, for the industrial technics that
have helped them put up such a good fight. Many of
them are grateful for the Christian religion. They
remember how we hacked up their dream of building a new, strong China. And they are glad to get
the things we have to sell. Contrary to popular
opinion, they like the Standard Oil Co. which
brings them the blessings of kerosene ... and they
find a thousand uses for the cans it comes in.
... Brilliant Chinese leaders by the score owe their
education to American universities. A chief official
of the Chinese information ministry, Hollington K.
Tong, is a graduate of the journalism schools of the
Universities of Missouri and Columbia. Our schools
of journalism have bad more effect, proportionately, on Chinese newspapers than on our own.
The old notion that "You can't understand

the

10 these days of crisis, the free press is more than
ever a vital force in waking our democracy a
living, working success. Therefore, n\lE is seekjog, in this series of advertisements, to give all

Oriental mind" is being dispelled by nble writers
and journalists of both races. Lin Yumng and Mme.
Chiang Kai-shck show us China from the insideJohn Gunther and Carl Crow from the oorsidc.}. B.
Powell continues to give us his important journal
of opinion, the China Weekly Review, though he
is on Wang's blacklist and has to have a bodyguard.
And just as important 'as the books and magazines are the day-by-day cables ... from men like
A. T. Steele of the Chicago Daily News, the N. Y.
Times' Hallet Abend, and Tillman Durdin, and
TIME'S own T. H. \"'hite, who came via Harvard and
the Chinese information ministry, and is now on the
hot spot in Indo-China.
.... SOmetimes readers ask whyTJME devotes so much
space to the Orient. It is because TIME has always
believed that the day would come when an understanding of that area with its billion people, half
the population of the earth, might be of the utmost
importance to America.
How the good will of these people can be channelled and become a force in world strategy is a
profound challenge. But on such intangibles world
history has turned and tyrannies have fallen.
.... This

is why TIME, and its sister publications,
and UfE. have gathered and used such a
storehouse of information on China, Japan, and the
Phifippines ... and why TUllE'S week-by-week analyses of the Far Eastern situation seem to more
thoughtful
news-readers
essential equipment for
the decisions we face across the Pacific.
FORTUNE

college srudents a dearer picture of what the
press in general, and n"\lE. io parricular, is doing
to keep the people of this cation safe, suoog,
free, and united.

TIME
f"" -- THE WEEKlY
L....."\iiiiiII_.
....-_.
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nd then takes a written

Lefloy Bowman peaks On
Cooperative )Iovement
(Continued from Pace Onel

there are three common attitudes
toward it. The first is the
'Tis
Arrriude," which is resignation to
the fact that a new order is coming,
and, therefore, that it should be
forced. The second attitude is the
"Tain't Artirude," which opposes
all collectivism.
The third attitude
is the "So Whar Attitude," of indifference.
"The economic and industrial development is neither radical nor conservative,"
said Dr.
Bowman. lilt is even capitalistic in
II
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form, for everyone has to invest, Ingrid Anderson Reveals
and everyone has a say-so,"
Her First Impressions
He then gave as an example of a

THE SHELTON
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The student
must tell his exammer what grade

(Continued from Page Onel he is trying

to get,

an d .t h e

Fresh

qu es.-
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Daily
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uccessful
co-operative a buying louz that our customs and country- tions arc modi f e d ,aceor d mg to this
etnsehes
b
C1u 0 I q. I amilies in Rochester,
~
I ,'"t'ol"marion.
Ingrid explall1ed that
F
eIIman
&
Clark
N. Y., \....he, ill 1927, began buying side are 110 longer strange or nove students usually study f or t h r~e
Crocker House BlOCk
groceries together.
~O\\',
they [0 her. The closely populated areas years before they try to pass their Tel. 5588
have a big store, and every invest- o I'deastern
rnte S tares, an d the examinations, but t,hat a, f ew, call
or and every consumer profits, in fact that we do not "eat Wit
. h b at h do it in less. There IS no I irmt as ~o
proportion to'"the amount he buys. II lark and knife" surprised
her at how many years may be spent In
eS d
Th e war d pnvate enterprise
YELLOW CAB
in America is meaningle
to three- first. Cocktail parties are another preparing this work, and
wefourths
of our population,
Dr. thing unknown in Sweden, but 10- ish girl says there are 0 tell stuPhone 4821
Bowman pointed out. "The only grid thinks that they are a good dents who have been studying for
al
way now in which the mass of pee- idea. Her comment: "It is nice to eight or ten years, and know b pie can get the feeling of ownership
go to a party
without
eating most as much as the professor,
ut
IS by getting into the co-operative
much."
lack ~he ~elf confidence to take the
movement.
The only way to get at
Vasteras, Sweden, is the home exammat!on.
.,'
-'
Compliments of
problems is through group action, 10f this exchange student's
fa~·
S? whl!e I.ngnd S sister III Swedand emotional drive. There is no ily, and she has a sister who IS en IS begl~lnIn~ her fi~st .year at
Boston Candy Kitchen
education
without
purpose,"
he as far along in her studies in a such a university! Ingrid IS study~urther explained.
"One must get Swedish University as she is here. ing home eCOn?ml~S as an exchange
Into something connected with peo- "Mail comes through
the back student on rhis SIde of the water.
pie. The things that make us think door, by way of Siberia and India," We are very glad to welcome her
are not learned by individual study she explained. The most important to Connecticut
College, .and we
behind cloistered
walls,
but are war information in her recent let· hope that she may have a very
learned from our contacts and re- ters is a rumor that Russia is again pleasant year.
lationships with people."
stirring
up trouble
in Finland.
-.:...-----,,;..from
Patronize Our Advertisers
Dr. Bowman concluded
by ex- Sweden itself is still a free country,
plaining that, while labor and co- and is feeling the war mostly in a
o'perativ~ movements are two en- shortage of coffee, of which the cit-I-------------tlrely ddlerent
things, labor has izens are very fonel, and in the lack
been the best mouthpiece for this, of gasoline for private cars, which
Get it at ...
and other social legislation. f<Char- has caused them to return to the
Starr's Drug Store
ity has no place in this world," he horse and carriage of the good old
104
Phone
2 Deliyeries to Dorms Daily
said.
"We muSt get the feeling days.
State
5800
that there is no problem of poverThe
Swedish
universities
are
ty if we and others approach
to- conducted in a very different mangether the determining
of co-oper- ner from those in the United
ative policy, and do something
States, and this new-corner to our
about it."
campus eagerly explained the differences.
A junior college corresCompliments of ••.
ponds to the first two years in our
Dr. R. Niebuhr Preaches
regular colleges, and then three
At Anniversary Chapel _ yars
of study at a university are
<Continued from Page Three)
usually necessary for obtaining a
live or die." HAnd," he concluded
B.A. "But the degree rates just a
((if we love life, fear death moder~ little bit higher than yours," Ingrid
Route 1
ateIy, but love God above them ...
hastened to explain.
Usually not
then we may find the ultimate
more than three subjects are taken
meaning of life."
and most of the work is individual
An academic procession from the outside reading and research.
AtChapel, which was filled with a tendance is never taken at the leccongregation
of friends of the Col- tures, and they are in no way comlege, closed the solemn service.
pulsory. When a student fee'ls that
he has completed enough work to
Chemical Society To Meet get his degree, he tells the professThe Connecticut
Valley Section
of the American Chemical Society
Revelon Manicure
wiI! sponsor a lecture bv Professor
Individual Hair Styles
Louis Frederick Fieser of Harvard
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Iturhi To Perform
At Concert On Oct. 23
Jose

(Continued

from

Page

kJ1o~\'ledging the ~ndtu iasue re-lmo\'M 10[0 the di tina and turncepnen he had received and prom- ed the bend. )lr. and )1 rs. WiUkie
i d. ro continue hi campaif:" up waved a heart}" farewell to the

Une)

South America, and from New
York to Hollywood to thrill enthusiastic audiences.
The talented
lrurbi is not only clever with his
fingers on the keyboard,
but is a
superior conduct?r.
Whenever
the
baton is under his control, the concert is sure to be a success.
.It is interesting
to note
that
I mrbi, who speaks excellent English now, could not speak a single
word of English when he entered
this country in 1929. On his arrival, when h.e was left with the
manager of his hotel) he rang for a
waiter and ordered tea.
Since he
was unable to be understood
by
the waiter, Iturbi sat down at the
piano and played "Tea for Two."
Needless to say, he got what he
wanted.
Hollywood
is clamoring for this
magnificeJlt
musician,
and
has
made him numerous
offers, large
and tempting, but most of them he
has refused.
He has made a short
educational
film which
will be
shown only in Conservatories,
colleges, and schools.
However,
"his
real picture career is yet to come.
Given the right part and the right
music, Iturbi will make cinema
and musical history.

Editorial.

from

Page

Two)

Seniors returned.
A feminine soprano would shriek, "You darling,
it's wonderful
to see you," every
five minutes.
Such emotion is usually reserved
for the men,
but
when you get to a four year girls'
college there appears
to be a national socialism,
equality
of the
sexes being the keynote. We h'omesick transfers were almost forgotten in this sudden renewal of last
year's
friendships.
We
once
thought we had a lot of bosom pals
roo, but where,
oh where
were
they now. How nice it must feel,
we thought, to know people. And
the teachers would greet an upperclassman with, "Why Mary, how
nice it is to ~ee you back."
We
would receive, "Oh, you're a freshman?"
Our trials and tribulations
were
not as great as this, for we soon
were occupied with classes, we had
discovered where to go and why,
we had begun to relate to our
roommate about
how wonderful
Bill was, we had caught on to the
hours that meals were served, and
we knew by now what the Coast
Guards were for besides United
States defense. B~t for awhile, we
who were new and not the babies
of the crop were a sad group-expectant, hopeful, and confused.
Troubled

Transfers
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•
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quet to someone in the crowd.

As the wheel of the uain began
to rum, the band broke into the
train, of "God Bles, America. u
Everyone joined in a tremendous
chorus. and as the train gradually

•
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We want him, but where is he?

(Continued

thirty a crowd
had assembled
looking down
a first glimpse

hum

1 platform

I'u/{e One)

of many thousands
and everyone
kept
the track, eager for
of the train.

"Meanwhile the college girls who
belong to the Willkie Club had assembled in the lot behind the
Crocker House before starting out
on the march down State Street to
the station.
Large signs bearing
Wilikie slogans flapped aloft in the
breezes, and what a riot of patriotic color all 'round! The girls were
all tied up in red, white, and blue
streamers, and pinned with Willkie
buttons. The parade began, marching down State Street in step with
the Bulkeley High School band,
and arriving at the station platform a few moments
before the
scheduled arrival of the train.
"Here she comes]" someone yelled and 'round the bend came a
pu'ffing engine. But wait .. : it \~as
coming from the wrong d,re~tlon
and looked a little toO much like a
caboose. False alarm ... it was a
caboose. A gentleman on the rear

I

wearing
spectacles and
overalls bowed graciously and tipped his cap.
Some moments
elapsed before
the special have in sight. \Vhen it
came to a grinding stop, steaming
a
and wheezing, the crowd made
mad dash for the rear platform.
Slipping and shoving. tripping and
stum blimg over ,Ite ral'Ifoa d t'les,
the people pressed up as near as
Then
~dr. and :\lrs. \Villkic
appeared all the platform.
l'lniling and waving
graciousl}r ill
appreciation
of the bunt
of applause. \Vhethcr we sit astridc the
Donkc\r or the Eleph:lIlt, wc must
certain',y admit that ~lr, Willkie
has a goodly share of that quality
known as personal charm.
Hc
spoke brieRy, first in behalf of Governor Baldwin and the various representatives and senators in \Vashington fr0111 the sta!e of Conne~ticut, and then agallist the t1lJrd
term.
He c1o:;cd his talk by ac:New l,ondon'8
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She wore her stockings inside out
Through
all the sUlllmer's heat
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What smokers like yourself want most is mildness, coolness and taste ... and that's just
~hat you get in Chesterfield's
rIght combination of the fine~t tobaccos grown ... a defillItely milder, cooler better
taste. That's why it'~ called

the Smoker's Cigarette.
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700 rooms each with a radio.l
.
TariH:
from $2.50 daily. $12 weekly
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For many years the Arboretum
mcmeter will be set up where ev';'
has added much to the enjoyment erycne may watch the approach to
of nature lovers and botany stu- our $4000 goa.I
dents, and now these new laboratories offer an even greater oppor-

College girls and bUddi~
C4reerists find The Barbizon
Mode of Living stimulates
gre05ler achievement Its socially correct address and en.
vironment. its cultural advan.
t.,gesare conducive to success..
Home of college clubs. Daily
recitals and lectures. music
s~diOS with Steinway grands.
Library, artstudiosandgallery ,
sun deck, terraces, squash
court and swimming pool.
Convenient
to business
centers, fashionable shops,
museums and theatres.
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